Avalon Druid Order (ADO)
PO Box 62151  Ft Myers  FL 33906  USA
_________________________________________

Website: http://www.AvalonDruidOrder.org
Email: ADO_admin@AvalonDruidOrder.org
_________________________________________

Your gifts and donations to the ADO are tax deductible, and may be paid by check to the postal address
(above, attention: ADO Pursewarden) or via PayPal (at “Join ADO” page of our website). We will confirm your gift
or donation by letter or email.

Upcoming Events:
—October 2016
(members only), location TBD. Member celebration, training, Tribes Rebirthing Ceremonies
(when accepting new Lifetime Members) and
Dreams of Calling.

—Spring 2018 (ADO
Members only), Rhosyn Ddraig Grove House, Memorial Day Weekend. In addition to ritual ceremony, session topics will be tailored to attending
members’ needs.

—1 November, 8 pm, ADO website Resources Page,
“Gathering” chatroom. State of the Order Report,
elections, and other member business.

—A
sacred journey to Avalon’s ancestral Motherlands
of Ynys Môn, Ynys Witrin, and Inis Druideacht
(dates TBD-currently in planning).
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The Centre of the Glastonbury Zodiac:—Park Wood (Draco): Future site of “Solar Park” © 2011 by Philip Tonkin. Used by permission.

Welcome!
The information in this journal is provided free for your personal use as a window
into our spiritual community. Feel free to
post relevant questions to the guest area of
our website Forum, where you may read
first-hand accounts of life within the Order
and share your dreams of Avalon with other
like-minded Seekers. You are welcome to
our hearthfire!

Featured Cover Artist: Amanda Clark
“The Tor” by Amanda Clark. Amanda
has generously granted permission for
ADO to use a number of her beautiful
pieces. To view, purchase, or commission Amanda’s work, please visit:
http://www.earthangelsart.com.
_________

Artwork used by permission free of charge for print,
website link(s), and later republishing with or without
prior notice. To submit artwork for consideration,
please send optimized GIF file (1200 pixel res./max. 5
in.) to the ADO email address, ATTN: MoG Editors.



Currently an Aspirant?



Wishing there were more events?



Live at a distance?

ADO hosts cyber gatherings and discussion at its members chat and forum, so
whether you live nearby or at a distance a variety of fascinating opportunities is
right at your fingertips.

Directory
ELDER COUNCIL: Srs. Clare-Morgaine, Da’jeena,
Refthi-Tiard Meliaska & Br. Myrddin Hen!’Cuk
BAND OF GUARDIANS (BoG): Br. Myrddin, Srs.
Da’jeena & Refthi-Tiard
COUNCIL LIAISON TO BoG: Sr. Clare-Morgaine
CHIEFTAIN: Sr. Refthi-Tiard
MIDWIFE: Sr. Da’jeena
MEMBERS LIAISON: Clare-Morgaine
MERLINS (OUTSIDE LIAISONS): Sr. Clare-Morgaine
& Br. Myrddin Hen!’Cuk
ADO EMAIL: ado_admin@avalondruidorder.org

About ADO
The Avalon Druid Order (ADO) is a
small international Faery Druid community following Avalon’s Root Wisdoms as handed down to us through
one
of
Avalon’s
Motherlines
(teaching lineages). We were the
first pre-Celtic Avalonian Order to
bring the beliefs, teachings, and practices of Avalon’s First Ancestors back
to the New World.

(* = public event)
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Service Opportunities
The following service opportunities exist for interested ADO Aspirants and / or
Members:



Social Media Coordinator (under supervision of the ADO Website Mistress)
Member Liaison

Descriptions of these opportunities are posted at the ‘Service Opportunities’
thread of the ADO Member Forum. If after consideration you feel that one of
these positions might be right for you, please contact the ADO Midwife at:
ado_admin@avalondruidorder.org, Subject: Service.

New ADO Learning Circles & Groves
Forming!
The Circle
Founders

Sr. Da’jeena,
Novice Dreamer:
Ft. Myers, FL



Sr. Da’jeena is a Novice Dreamer, and Sr.
Refthi-Tiard Meliaska
is a Novice Singer with
the ADO. Both are
Council Elders with
over 10 years of experience as Core Members
of the ADO. They have
extensive knowledge of
the Order and its history, and experience
working together in
Grove—and both are
accepting Aspirants for
new Leaning Circles!

Sr. Refthi-Tiard Meliaska,
Novice Singer:
Philadelphia, PA

Experience Traditional Avalonian spiritual community
 Rediscover the native path of our Western European
ancestors
 Discover your authentic identity
 Become the person you were born to be

Places are limited. To learn more about ADO membership, visit the ADO
website (www.avalondruidorder.org) and Forum
(www.adoadmin.proboards.com).
We look forward to meeting you!

Members are lifelong
learners who have answered a Spiritual Call
to service. As a working community, we work on a ‘quid
pro quo’ basis, with access to community resources corresponding to demonstrable service, regular participation and ongoing conformance with
member requirements.
The Holy Isle was old when the
Celts arrived in the Isles, and its Tradition has thrived in many cultures and
lands; drawing on the magical power
that imbues everyday reality with
meaning and significance. Our Mysteries centre on personal and collective Self-Empowerment and Sovereignty, and the restoration of Harmony and the generative powers of
Mother Earth. From these simple
practices, everything else proceeds.
The Order was founded to preserve,
protect, and perpetuate Avalon’s native
ancestral
spirituality
and
worldview; applying its wisdoms and
practices to the needs of daily life in
modern times. The Way is simple,
provided one commits to it fully. We
each make this journey at our own
pace and arrive in our own time.

At present, the Order’s priorities
include:
(1) Remaining self-sustaining;
(2)Cultivating new Lifetime Members who will pass the Tradition on to
a new generation of members;
(3)Establishing a fund to help disadvantaged members attend gatherings;
(4) Supporting other organisations
in protecting and maintaining our ancestral sacred sites; and
(5) Collaborating on workings promoting World healing, peace, etc.
As in any Traditional community,
growth must be balanced with effective guardianship of the Tradition, educational outreach, and member services. Therefore, we welcome Seekers who are prepared to exemplify
what it means to be a member of an
Avalonian spiritual community, and
who are dedicated to responsible
stewardship of this planet. It is these
rare individuals who will take Avalon
and ADO into the Coming Age.
We invite you to explore the unfolding of this Vision
with us… moment by
moment, day by day.

About the Founders
Clare Morgaine is the Founding Elder Dreamer of Avalon
Druid Order (ADO). Over the
past 18 years, her work has reintegrated and restored to
the Druid Branch of the Greater Tradition
Avalon’s pre-Celtic, matrifocal, matrilineal
Root Wisdoms; our inheritance from the
native peoples of Western Europe. She is a
Council Elder, ‘Merlin’ (Outside Liaison), and
primary mentor for the Order. She has written the ADO Home Study (Aspirant) course,
and six training manuals for the Order. A
Book of Rites and Songs are also in process
Before founding the ADO, Morgaine
served on the SOA’s first Council of Nine,
Bylaws committee, and Seminary faculty
(ATS), and the Council of Nine for the Sisterhood of the Hearth / Three Stones Abbey.
She also represented ADO on the Druidic
Dawn’s Internat’l Council on Druid Unity.
Morgaine is a Tibetan/Usui Reiki Master.
She trained in Celtic herbalism and spirituality under Archdruidess Gina McGarry
(Brighid’s Academy of Healing Arts), and
spent over a decade studying and practising
Avalonian Faery Druid Tradition under various independent mentors in the Isles and
Western Europe. Her experience in the Singer’s Arts includes training at Shakespeare &
Company (MA) and École Internationale de
Théâtre de Mouvement
Jacques
Lecoq
(Paris,
France).

Myrddin
Hen!’Cuk
is
Founder of the ADO’s Druid
Brotherhood of Iona (DBoI);
counterpart to the Avalonian
Order of Ninefold Sisterhoods (AoNS) founded by Morgaine. He is
also an Elder, Dreamer, and member of the
ADO Elder Council, has served on the Band
of Guardians. With Morgaine, he serves as a
‘Merlin’ (outside liaison), and mentor for
the Order online, and through Rhosyn
Ddraig Grove.
Myrddin is a practicing Celtic herbalist
and Tibetan/Usui Reiki Master Teacher. His
past ‘incarnations’ include serving as a Master Mason (Scottish Rite), Welsh Wiccan
High Priest, ordained minister of the Spiritual Science Church, and ‘psychic operative’
and reader trained in the original Silva Mind
Institute programme. He is also a gifted
photographer, amateur musician, poet, gardener, and healer.
Vision & Legacy
Morgaine and Myrddin are dedicated to
the belief that the future of any spirituality
lies in the strength of its roots in ancestral,
family, and community life; and that the future of the Greater Avalonian Tradition lies
in its independent groups collaborating as a
unified force for healing, peace, and harmony in the world. They are also strong advocates for cooperating across Tradition and
denominational boundaries for the higher
good of all.

those of mainstream
society). We lost some
members when we initially incorporated; we
lost more when the word got out
that ADO would no longer be training High Priest/esses in Celtic invocation.
While we might prefer to have
more members, for the Order to succeed, they must people who are
Called to Serve in a Mother-centred,
egalitarian
system.
However painful the
process might be, we
recognised this parting
of ways as an essential
phase in ADO’s transformation. We also recognise that these past
members will carry on
the teachings with
which we began this journey, even as
we carry the Root Wisdoms forward
for another generation. This is part of
how the Tradition remains whole, despite being ‘in bits’.
We are grateful to our past members for sharing the journey up to the
point where the path split, and their
Callings led them down a different

path than our own. We remember
them fondly, and wish them success.
The more groups succeed, the more
of the Tradition will be preserved for
the future and the more options
Seekers of the Holy Isle will have to
choose from. Tradition-wide diversity
is a good thing, even as group homogeneity is important to preserving
each of the systems within Avalon’s
many Ages and Archetypes.
It is also our hope that some of
those who departed
our shores early on, before the direction the
Order would take had
become clear, will reconsider membership
now that we have established
ourselves
firmly at the roots of
Avalon’s Mother Tree.
You would have to study extensively, in-person, with a dozen independent Avalonian mentors in different parts of the Isles to learn and
practise the same things you can
learn and practise right now with the
ADO. Life is too short to
spend it re-inventing the
Wheel.

The Council will reassess this question every Imbolc and Brôn
Trogain, and any changes will be
posted to the ADO Members Forum.
For more information please visit
the ADO website, post to our Forum,
or
write
us
at:
ado_admin@avalondruidorder.org

Submissions
[Editor’s Note: The views and
practices of guest contributors do
not necessarily reflect or represent official ADO teachings or policies.]

Membership
Updates
by Br. Myrddin
The past decade has been a period
of continuous change for the Order,
as we brought our work into complete conformance with the pre/proto
-Celtic Branch of the Avalon Mystery Tradition.
It is a change we elected to make for several

reasons, but chiefly because this was where
our Awen and Dreaming
led us. While we were
still discussing the potential impacts,
it also became clear to us that shifting
our work to this earlier period in Avalon’s history would also protect our
members from some of the philosophical and ethical issues surrounding the
Celtic and later periods; in particular,
the Shadow issues surrounding the
process of ritual invocation.
As a method, invocation is
inappropriate for time periods which are rooted in non
-linear, egalitarian philosophies. There is no way to
have a ‘High Priest/ess’
without lowering the other Circle
members’ status to that of
‘congregation’, and though each Circle member may eventually learn,
High Priest/esses seldom share the
same Circle. Thus, the position creates
a hierarchy even where that is not the
intention.
Naturally, this idea is attractive to
those who wish to wield power over
others, and those who are more comfortable keeping with what is already
familiar (i.e. norms which are closer to

Lore
Superficially, all Neopagan/druid groups follow the same Stations in the same Sacred Year; Stations known to most
Druids as:
Mabon / Alban Elued (or Elfed)
 Samhain / Calan Gaeaf
 Midwinter / Alban Artuan
 Imbolc / Calan Mair
 Lady Day / Alban Eiler
 Beltane / Calan Mai
 Midsummer / Alban Heruin (or
Hefin)
 Lammas (or Brôn Trogain) / Calan
Awst


The Albans are defined by the Solstices and Equinoxes, and the Calans
once occurred at the mid-points between them (though precession is
shifting them backwards through the
seasonal year). The ADO’s Albans are
defined by the same natural phenomena; however, the Calans are determined by conjunctions of the luminaries in the Fixed Signs, rather than by
Roman calendar dates.
In addition, the experience offered
by any given Sacred Year differs enormously from one ancestral spiritual

tradition to the next, since each ancestral tradition expresses through
its own unique culture, worldview,
and Sacred Landscape.
Honouring
Worldviews

Our

Distinctive

Like people, spiritualities are defined both by what they share in common and by what makes each unique.
The fact that all spiritualities share
certain Universal Truths in common
makes sharing, collaboration, and cooperation possible across tradition
boundaries. The Universal reflects
that which unites us: our common
ground, reminding us that in certain
fundamental ways we are all related;
and forms the basis for family, community, friendship, peace, and harmony between otherwise disparate peoples.
Our differences make us unique,
but it is our relationships which ultimately bestow upon us our individual, regional, and cultural identities.
Discernment helps us to determine
what ‘belongs’ and what does not
‘belong’ (a key survival
skill) to our way community and way of life;
it binds us together.

In order to survive and thrive, we
must honour both what share in common and what makes us unique.
Every group forms a consensus reality based upon its direct experience
and observations of the cause and
effect relationship of natural laws;
evolving its own, unique story cycle
to remember and explain its encounters with
the seen and unseen
worlds, including the
tides and phases of the
natural (and by extension, the sacred) year.
Thus, a people or culture’s explanations and
interpretations of natural phenomena are filtered through their own
unique experience. These choices
have an enormous impact on their
collective worldview or experience of
reality; producing experiences of the
Sacred Year that are unique to each
spiritual path. Therefore, to say we all
share the same ‘Wheel’ is at best misleading.
The
Impact
Worldview

of

For most Neopagan/
druids, the story of Ma-

bon and Modron defines the Sacred Year.
Its generic chapters,
and central conflicts,
are regarded as defining its phases
and Station Days. Since the stories in
print are told from a men’s mysteries
perspective (i.e. the adventures of
the Young God or solar
hero), rather than the
reconciliation of the polarities or the transformational ordeal(s) of the
Mother, the masculine
mysteries are firmly established at the centre of
most groups’ Sacred
Years. But a feminine mystery cycle
once lay at the centre of this Wheel,
and before that the Mysteries of Union, and until we restore this unified
centre we shall remain trapped in hierarchical systems which inevitably
disempower fully half of community
members.
In contrast, although the ADO uses
a similar archetypal story as its central focus, we see this story as reflecting universal celestial archetypes;
transcending nomadic, pastoral, agricultural, and technological lifestyles.

ADO Now Has Aspirants
& Members in:
SW Florida, Pennsylvania, and
SW Virginia (USA), and Nova Scotia (Canada)

and greater access to ADO training
and resources. The choice of how
to proceed is entirely yours.


Updates to All ADO Training
Manuals. As of December 2018,
all six completed ADO Books
have been revised to reflect the
pre-Celtic teachings and practices
which have become the focus of
our spiritual study and practise.
All spiritual teachings and practices which are exclusive to the Celtic Branch of Avalonian Tradition
have now been removed.
This marks the final stage of
ADO’s evolution and the completion of all essential, written training materials. These materials are
not ‘textbooks’, but summarise
the training being provided at
each level of spiritual attainment;
making it easier for members to
teach this material to others.
They are not to replace oral tradition teachings or practises.



Nonprofit Status. ADO is currently a 501 (c)(3) religious nonprofit
charity registered in the United
States of America. We
continue to maintain
our good standing, and

therefore might be
expected to keep
our nonprofit status
indefinitely.
However, the potential for corporate and capitalistic mindsets to
overwhelm Traditional spiritual
beliefs and values remains evident to us.
Corporate/capitalist and Traditional worldviews and administrative structures are completely incompatible. To allow mainstream
‘dominator’ philosophies and values to dictate life in our egalitarian, consensus-based spiritual
community would be extremely
damaging to the integrity Tradition and the Order. Originally, we
believed we could avoid this conflict, but it is proving much easier
to say than to do.

The seasons or ‘Tides’
which define the Wheel
are
governed
by
Realms or ‘Houses’,
and their respective Elements or
‘Tribes’. The Wheel’s axis (the ‘axis
mundi’, World Tree, or World Mountain) is governed
by
several
‘deities’ (or
forces
of
Nature).
Since Sovereignty’s
archetypal
story centres on our
planet’s generative powers (the cycle
of death and rebirth), these forces or
‘deities’ are associated with the constellation of the celestial Midwife.

Our first responsibility is to the
integrity of the Tradition. Therefore, we are reassessing whether
the integrity of our beliefs can be
adequately safeguarded within
our present structure or whether
we must forfeit our status as a
nonprofit charity in order to preserve our spiritual integrity.

The constellation is the story itself,
and the landscape in which it unfolds,
while the Midwives themselves are
represented by the stars (or planets)
belonging to, or transiting the constellation. Their roles Midwives puts
them in direct relationship with the
story’s landscape and main characters; permitting them to oversee eve-

ry aspect and level of the labour of
spiritual evolution. Thus, they are the
Midwives not only of the Great Mother, but of our own labour to spiritually ‘rebirth’ ourselves.
The goddess most often associated
with this function is one so widely
known,
and
so
deeply
loved, that
her name is
honoured
in
every
part of the
Western
World. She
is known by many names (e.g. Brìghde, Brìde, Bríd, Brígantia), and Christian folklore identifies her as Mary’s
midwife. We know her as Bríga.
But while we come to her for guidance, it is not her story which defines
the bulk of our spiritual work from
Station to Station. That task belongs
to the deities of Avalon’s Three Noble
or ‘Royal’ Houses, and it is their guidance we seek in manifesting the
change we seek from
day to day, and week to
week.

Our understanding of these Three
Houses, which correspond to the
three major Faery peoples (the Fomoire, Fir Bolg, and de Dannans), distinguishes Avalonain Faery Druids
from Celtic and later Branches of Avalonian Tradition, and from other spiritual paths. These houses are: the
House of Ceridwen and Celi; the
House of Dôna and Beli; and the
House of Penarddun and Llŷr.

each may be resolved.
The process for healing
ourselves is the same
as the process for healing the planet. Because the Wasteland (whether personal or collective)
is potentially life threatening, it must
be prevented —or if it has already begun, it must be healed and a natural
state of balance and harmony must
be restored.

Quarter
Days

This process of selftransformation and empowerment is the focus of our
Cross-Quarter (or Calan) Day
Station work (the conjunctions of the Fixed Signs).
Quarter Days (or Albans) hold a very
different significance, in keeping with
their distinct causes and natures.

&

Cross-Quarter

Avalon’s central cycle is
the Healing Cycle, which encompasses all other natural
cycles. It has two aspects
(Light and Shadow) and three levels
(personal, group, and community),
which must be brought into a state of
balance and harmony in order for the
Tradition and its followers to survive
and thrive.
The work of the Healing Cycle is
the same for both personal (‘Druid’)
and group (’Tribes’) work; what
changes is how Shadow manifests,
the triggers that set it
off, the strategies we
employ to avoid dealing with it, and the way

Whereas for most groups the Albans simply expand upon the themes
and work of the Calans, for us their
they are defined by their celestial nature as the extremes and balance
points in the orbital cycles of important planets and luminaries. We
use the Albans to examine the extremes in our own natures, and to restore balance and harmony wherever
they have been lost.



Announcements


Beltane Intensive Workshop.
(ADO Lifetime Members only)
Hosted by Rhosyn Ddraig Grove,
Memorial Day Weekend
2018. Sessions to be determined by member needs.



Annual ADO Tribes Gathering & ‘Rebirthing’ or
‘Fosterage’ Ceremony for
New Members. (ADO Dedicants
and Lifetime Members only) Ten
glorious days in Nova Scotia,
hosted by Br. Cal and his lovely
wife on their beautiful property
near the sea! Next year’s Gathering will be held at a B&B in SW
Virginia during the first week of
October. Reservations are confirmed upon receipt of full payment, which is due by mid-June.
Please see our Members Forum
for
more
information
(www.AvalonDruidOrder.org/
Resources.html).

Access to ADO Resources & Training. The ADO Elder Council reserves the right to determine Aspirant and Member access to ADO
training and resources on a case-bycase basis, according to the individual’s demonstrable, substantial,
and consistent participation and
service within our spiritual community, and upon spiritual guidance
(terms to which you agreed as a
condition for enrolling and/or
accessing ADO materials and
resources). Please address
any questions or concerns
about this policy to the ADO
Midwife
at:
www.AvalonDruidOrder.org
(subject line: Access). S/he will be
happy to assist you.
Aspirant Fee. Aspirants may choose
whether to pay the
Aspirant fee upon applying for Lifetime
Membership or upon
acceptance of a place in the Druid
Novitiate. Again, Aspirants (and
Members) who have
paid the fee receive
personal mentoring


Avalon in the World
It is part of the Order’s founding
vision for members to collaborate on
mutually beneficial workings with our
spiritual kindred worldwide. Distance
collaborations allow us to preserve
the uniqueness of our own paths
while working together to manifest
common goals. Over the past several
years, our collaborations have
spanned a number of related themes:


September 2008: Protection for
the planet and enhanced safety
as the CERN super-collider comes
online.



Drawing back the veil of illusion,
so that the public may make informed electoral choices.



February 2011: Healing and Protection for the Holy Thorn and
Wirral Hill.



Support/protection for seekers
of peace, justice and freedom in
strife-ridden areas of the world.



August 2017 Solar Eclipse/
Alignment: Healing the Wound
to Sovereignty (Justice
for the Well Maidens).


(Ongoing) Soul work-

ings to support the
safe passage of
souls whose lives
were lost in wars
and natural disasters.


(Ongoing) Resolution of soul
debts, past and present, personal and collective.



(Ongoing) Midwifing a stronger
bond between humanity and the
planet.

It is our understanding of the recurring societal patterns reflected in the
Wheel of Ages which provides the direction for each working.
Avalonian collaborators include:
Nicholas Mann and Philippa Glasson
(British Mystery School of Avalon);
Kat Kiernan, and other former ADO
members. Non-Avalonian Druid collaborators include Ken Bailey
(OBOD); and Lady Viviane of Three
Stones Pagan Abbey. Our thanks to
them all for kindly granting us permission to name them in this article.
We hope these workings stimulate
your creativity and serve as a source
of encouragement for your own
efforts.

These differences in our
interpretation of the
Sacred Year may seem
fairly subtle, and perhaps they are, but they mark a point
of divergence between ancient and
modern spiritualities which, in our
view, goes to the very heart of our
Tradition’s unique identity, and our
shared heritage with other native belief systems worldwide. The gulf between ancient and modern spiritualities (or the modern practice of those
spiritualities) here opens wide.
The Double Mirror: The Stars Above
and the Stars Below
Most ancient peoples believed that
everything in Nature mirrors one cosmological pattern (or Divine Order);
the ‘divine blueprint’ or ‘Great Pattern’ for existence and perceived reality. The more closely human society
conforms to this pattern, the more
perfect (and therefore prosperous) it
will be. Ancient peoples achieved this
Harmony by designing their societies
to mirror this Great Pattern of Being.
This pattern is described and symbolised mathematically by a system of
sacred numbers centred on one base
or ‘master’ number.

These numbers can be imagined as
the spokes of a Wheel, with the base
number hidden at its hub. While the
centre holds the spokes together in
one system, each spoke of the Wheel
offers support and imparts its own
unique gifts and character; its actual
operation being shaped by its particular orientation and relationship to the
others.
For instance, Western society is
now modelled upon a twelvefold system with a thirteenth number hidden
at its centre, arising from the shift
from lunar to solar. This celestial shift
is reflected in the common mainstream belief in Christ and his twelve
disciples. The same sacred numerology defines the judge and twelve jurors, and the twelve signs of the Zodiac with its hidden thirteenth sign
(Ophiuchus), etc.
While most people assume that human society has always been a linear
hierarchical patriarchy numerologically centring on a twelvefold system,
this is far from true. Most of the
Wheel of Ages is defined by the Divine Feminine; a criteria
which will also define
our future.

Oral tradition teachings, place
name evidence, local folklore, and
the surviving Celtic myth, folklore,
and literature, all hint at the existence of 9-fold, 7-fold, 5-fold, 3-fold,
and 2-fold systems in the Ages preceding our own, and each represents
a distinct era and set of worldviews
(or ‘Avalonian Age and Archetype’).
Thus, the Wheel of Ages governs
our planet’s (or our collective) spiritual evolution in much the same way as
the seasonal Zodiac governs the
soul’s spiritual evolution over the
course of each lifetime. The
knowledge that the generative power of existence expresses through
these zodiacal ‘filters’ lies at the heart
of all Mystery Traditions.
ADO spirituality and community
are based upon a ninefold system
with a hidden tenth at its centre; including the way we work with our Sacred Year/Stars/Landscape and Stories. Nine is the number of completion, and ten (the hidden base number) signifies being reborn—not into
‘the great forgetting’, but into the
fullness of ancestral
memory, and the wisdoms from the past.

The Ties that Bind
The simplest way to
illustrate commonalities and points of divergence between Avalonian Faery Druidry and other spiritual paths is by using a simple graphic or table to compare their respective Sacred Years ‘at
a glance’. However, such a crude instrument cannot tell us which Way is
right for us. One can only know that
through direct experience.
The table on the next page may
help you to put our Sacred Year into
proper perspective, and may also
help to correct any dubious assumptions about what we do (hopefully,
without creating any new confusion).
These concepts become more transparent with time and experience. We
hope this lore will inspire you to consider old assumptions in a new light,
and perhaps even arouse new questions and open new lines of inquiry
for you. This is, after all, a journey of
discovery—for all of us.
As Seekers, our greatest challenge
is to choose the Way of the Heart; the
soul’s true path. May the creativity
and mutual tolerance of ancient ancestral spiritualities continue to sus-

tain us as we defend
our right to walk in our
ancestors’
footsteps

and tell their stories around our
hearthfires.

Sacred Year Observances (“Wheel of the Year‘’)
Stations

Avalonian Faery Druids

Mabon/Alban
Elued

Tribes: Samhain-Tide Re-emergence
Druids: Samhain-Tide Descent
Community: The Sacred Hunt

Samhain/
Calan Gaeaf

Tribes: Re-emergence
Druids: Descent
Community: Feast of Immortality *

Midwinter/
Alban Artuan
(Yule)

Tribes: Vigil / Calling Back the Sun
Druids: Star Lore / Rekindling the
Light
Community: Hearthfire Ceremonies

Imbolc/Calan
Mair

Tribes: Resolution
Druids: Confrontation
Community: Feast of the Midwife

Lady Day
(Spring Equinox)/Alban
Eiler

Tribes: Divination
Druids: Starlore
Community: Courtship Dances

Beltane/Calan
Mai

Tribes: Descent
Druids: Re-Emergence
Community: Feast of Remembrance *

Midsummer/
Alban Heruin

Tribes: Reaffirmation Ceremony
Druids: Offerings to Sovereignty
Community: Feast of the Faery Host

Brôn TrogainCalan Awst
(Lughnasadh)

Tribes: Confrontation
Druids: Resolution
Community: Feast of Brân

Celtic Avalonian
Sisterhoods

Neopagans/
druids
Harvest Festival /
The Sacrificed
God

Descent—(Personal
Shadow)

Feast of the Dead

Rebirth of the God

Confrontation—
(Personal Shadow)

Festival of Light / Lá
Féile Bhríde

Reunion of the Goddess and Her Consort
Re-emergence—
(Personal Shadow)

Fertility Festival /
The Great Marriage

Flower & Fairy Festival

Resolution—(Personal
Shadow)

Funeral Games of
Lugh

Note: Cycle terminology may differ between groups (e.g. Penetration/Descent; Conception/Confrontation; Labor/Re-emergence; and Consummation/Resolution; Rebirth),
but the intention of the work remains the same.
* Some Druids reverse these Feast dates in accordance with community needs.

